Ludovic Mayot is the new country manager of Trasys Luxembourg
Strassen, June 17 2019
On June 14, Ludovic Mayot has become the new country manager/delivery executive of Trasys
Luxembourg, member of Trasys International EEIG (European Economic Interest Grouping), the
dedicated entity of the NRB Group specialist in ICT and consulting services for European
institutions and international corporations.
Ludovic Mayot is 31 years old, holds a bachelor degree in computer sciences and a master in
management from the ICN Business School. Ludovic is an expert in consulting projects and IT
program management with a strong record of accomplishment in working for the European
institutions and for local government bodies. He started working at Trasys Luxembourg in January
2018. Before that, he has been working for more than 7 years for Wavestone (formerly known as
Kurt Salmon) realising consulting assignments within various EU institutions. In the years before that,
he was working in France and in Germany for companies such as La Poste, Villeroy & Boch and
ArcelorMittal.
Ludovic Mayot succeeds to Pascal Desart in the role of country manager for Trasys Luxembourg. “As
delivery executive, I will continue to closely follow-up and develop my current activities”, Mayot
confirms. “We also reinforced the team to help me absorbing the additional workload of the
commitments I will assume as a country manager. This new role aims indeed to further promote and
develop the activities of Trasys International.”
“Trasys International and our Luxembourg team, stand for a challenging but promising mission”,
confirms Pascal Laffineur, CEO of the NRB Group. “They do have quite a unique positioning on
multiple major European framework contracts. Moreover, thanks to the combination of the strength
of the NRB Group on the one hand, and the very specific expertise in European and international
matters of this team on the other hand, they became one of the very few organisations that can
cover the complete digital transformation cycle of their customers i.e. from feasibility study and
impact assessments till the implementation, maintenance and monitoring.”

***

Note to the editors: a picture of Ludovic Mayot can be downloaded via this link.

About Trasys Luxembourg
Trasys Luxembourg S.A. is a subsidiary of the NRB Group and part of the Trasys International team,
offering specialised ICT and consulting services to the international public organisations and
corporations. Trasys International realised a turnover of 48.1 million euro in 2018, while employing
over 400 collaborators.
The mission of Trasys Luxembourg is primarily to accompany EU institutions in their digital
transformation and all related IT challenges. In that regard, they are not only delivering high quality
consulting services but also ensuring the provision of expert resources to these institutions.
Trasys Luxembourg is based in Strassen in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

The European Commission, the European Investment Bank, the European Court of Auditors and the
Publication Offices of the EU are a sample of its key clients.

More information is available at www.trasysinternational.com

Contact: Mr. Ludovic Mayot, +352 621 757 216
E: Ludovic.Mayot@trasys.lu
Trasys Luxembourg S.A.
283 Route d'Arlon, L-8011 Strassen, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

About The NRB Group
NRB defines its mission as “to deliver optimal end-to-end ICT solutions & services in a long term close
partnership with its customers from the public and private sectors to simplify technological,
economical and societal transformation”.
Within this context, NRB provides a complete range of ICT services based on four key areas:
consultancy, software, infrastructure & cloud services, and managed staffing.
Whereas NRB focuses on specific sectors such as the public and social sector, the sector of energy &
utilities, the financial services sector and the industrial sector, the subsidiaries of the NRB Group
offer sector-specific solutions supported by the Group’s scale, ICT infrastructure and other support.
Trasys International aims at European and international public organisations and corporations.
Xperthis provides specialised ICT solutions for the health care sector. CEVI, Logins and Civadis offer
ICT products and services dedicated to the local authorities. SIGGIS is providing GIS-software and
consultancy primarily to the public sector and utilities. UCON, finally, is mainly active in the field of
SAP IS-U and FI-CA for utilities.
The NRB Group realised a consolidated turnover of € 333 million in 2018 while employing over 2,000
people.

More information is available at www.nrb.be
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